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Submit Blog Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales? Submit your blog below if you want to
grow your traffic and revenue. About Blog A forum community dedicated to Kawasaki
Motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about performance,
modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, off-road, touring, street bikes, and more! Come
join the discussion about performance, modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more!
Come join the discussion about performance, racing, modifications, classifieds,
troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! About Blog A forum community dedicated to
Kawasaki Versys motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about
performance, touring, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, adjustments, reviews,
maintenance, and more! About Blog A forum community dedicated to Kawasaki Ninja
motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about performance,
modifications, classifieds, maintenance, troubleshooting, and more! Come join the discussion
about performance, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, and more! This is a subreddit
feed for everything related to Kawasaki. About Blog A forum community dedicated to Kawasaki
Z motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about performance, parts,
troubleshooting, maintenance, modifications, classifieds, and more! Open to the Z and Z
models too! About Blog A forum community dedicated to Kawasaki Vulcan motorcycle owners
and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about performance, modifications, Vulcan , Vulcan ,
Vulcan , Vulcan , Vulcan and all other Vulcan motorcycles. Come join the discussion about
performance, racing, modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! Come join the
discussion about performance, modifications, classifieds, riding gear, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and more! About Blog Worldwide Kawasaki Z online community, with forum,
news, photos, and much more. Come join the discussion about superbike performance, racing,
modifications, classifieds, riding gear, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! Come join the
discussion about performance modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more!
Travellerspoint is one of the web's largest and most active travel communities with members
representing every country in the world. About Blog Advice from travellers about Africa.
Discover, plan and book your perfect trip with expert advice, travel guides, destination
information and inspiration from Lonely Planet. Facebook fans 2. About Blog Advice from
travellers about Middle East. About Blog BCMTouring is India's friendliest travel community and
helps you plan your vacation to the known and off-beat places in India and across the world
with the help of its experienced traveler members. New York About Blog Explore Family Travel
Forum's site for the latest information on resorts, weekend getaways, road trips, cruises,
foreign travel and more, with tips on how to make each family experience the best ever. Find
useful travel information about Hotel, apartment, attraction, foods, entertainment and shopping
in Cameron Highlands. About Blog India travel forum is a community for discussions about
different holiday destinations across India. Read and share reviews of hotels, holiday
destinations and restaurants with our forum members. Our forums were launched in January
and we invite to you have a look and meet other travelers. About Blog The Accessible Travel
Forum is a community of travelers with disabilities gathered together to share information and
ask questions about accessible travel. Do you have any Questions about Safari to Africa? This
is the right place to do so. About Blog This travel community is to chit chat with like-minded
people without the drama! Share reviews and discuss travel experiences with others. Budapest
About Blog Explore Budapest beyond the traditional tourist routes with plenty of insider tips,
local secrets and traveler reviews. Facebook fans 9. About Blog India travel discussion forum
for advice, sharing photos, chatting, and tips for those traveling to or within India. Blog
indiamike. Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on
Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds
them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness ,
social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Doing blogger outreach or
influencer marketing and want to connect with new influencers in niche markets? Improve your
outreach by connecting with authority bloggers in your domain area. Feedspot media database
has over k Influential Bloggers in over niche categories. Email us us the type of bloggers you
want to reach out at anuj feedspot. Top 20 Kawasaki Motorcycle Forums. Do you want more
traffic, leads, and sales? Submit Your Blog. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a
team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several
niche categories. For Bloggers Submit Your Blog. For Marketers Doing blogger outreach or
influencer marketing and want to connect with new influencers in niche markets? Free Email
Alerts. Continue with Google. Equipped with all its bells and whistles the Versys SE is BMW and
Ducati money, which means the Euros are still the ones to go for if you want the last word in
refinement and a dose of superbike twang from your sports adventure bike. This Kawasaki

Versys replaced the model. For , the Versys was made Euro4 compliant. There's a large
enthusiast scene for the Versys family, with the Versys Forum and the Kawasaki Versys Forum
offering loads of useful advice and tips. Offering the holy trinity of grip, stability and ride
quality, the electronic set-up is hard to fault in all riding conditions, but it lacks the plush
damping control of quality manually adjustable suspension. Ride is on the 'springy', slightly
under damped side, with the rear end sometimes softening too quickly as you tip into a corner.
Kawasaki has fitted a bigger, manually adjustable screen to hide behind. It banishes buffeting,
but for a tall rider like me the wind noise is high at speed, which is a symptom of tall adventure
style bikes. What's more, the manual adjusters can losen themselves overtime, allowing the
screen to move about. If you want a silent mile muncher, a conventional road bike-shaped
tourer, like the ZSX is like being in a library by comparison. Like the previous versions, the new
Versys has first class legroom, a natural stretch to the bars and the seat is comfy enough for
two to three hour stints. The SE also comes with cruise control, heated grips, a power socket,
cornering LEDs, 'self-healing' paint and a classy TFT colour dash, packed with lots information,
including a completely useless-but-fun lean angle-o-meter. That said, back in the UK, it feels
very planted-mid corner and surprisingly flickable for such a large machine and could even cut
it on a road bike-only trackday! New radial-mount monobloc front calipers, taken from the Z , are
packed with power and feel, although the rear is slightly weak for a heavy machine. When
pressing on along the UK's rutted roads, you can often feel the ABS chattering through the front
lever, too. The idea is that as you ride along, the bike is constantly adapting to road and riding
conditions in real time and continually adjusting the damping to suit. It even takes deceleration
into account to prevent the pitching that occurs under heavy braking. To achieve this there are
built-in stroke sensors on the fork and rear shock. From here it gets really interesting. Unlike
other electronic suspension systems that use stepper motors or pilot valves to adjust damping,
the Showa system uses single-stage direct valve actuation. This adjusts the valves much faster
than other systems so the damping adjusts much quicker. The base damping settings are
according to the chosen riding mode Road, Sport or Rain and the semi-active system makes
adjustments to these base settings as you ride along. In addition, you can also adjust preload
between three standard settings: Rider Only, Rider with Luggage and Rider with Passenger and
Luggage. Each of these can be fine-tuned as you ride in case you make a stop for a big lunch or
stock the panniers full of gifts from Marble Planet. A new full ride-by-wire twist grip and
electronic throttle valves facilitate cruise control and links into the IMU-backed electronic rider
aids. The good news is the throttle is as polished as ever with no nasty jolts at low revs and a
nicely weighted twistgrip action. Owners may point to a slight lack of performance in the
previous models, but their dependability is never in question. The screen bolts loosen as the
bike is being ridden, resulting in the screen self-adjusting on the move, which is sub-optimal at
70mph on the motorway. This would be less of a problem, except that the curvature of the
screen distorts your spatial awareness so you need to be able to see over it. One of the charms
of the original Versys was its affordability and while the all singing SE is big money the
standard machine offers more bang for your buck. With around miles under our belt since
March, the Kawasaki Versys SE has proved to be extremely reliable, with no faults, and minimal
wear to the drive chain. Unfortunately, this streak of good fortune was thwarted when a stone,
flung up from another bike, was able to pierce the radiator. The original coolant could be used
again, though. Who else is out riding tonight? This is definitely a worthwhile accessory for any
Versys owner, with the long-travel adventure forks leaving the radiator exposed to incidents like
this at all times. Power maps, traction control intervention, suspension damping, rear preload
settings, the quickshifter and dash display settings can all be set remotely and the app also has
a datalogging function, to keep you amused. Read what they have to say and what they like and
dislike about the bike below. Absolutely cracking bike. Lighter than my bandit it doesn't have
the top-end role-on power, But is much more comfortable and roomy on the back for the wife,
Though for me the seat is a nightmare after 35 miles, Today I've lifted the front of the seat by
7mm and will try it out tomorrow. Its not let me down yet!!! Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for
sale For sale. View 16 images View 1 video. View bikes for sale. Specs Engine size cc Engine
type Liquid-cooled, 16v inline four Frame type Twin tube aluminium Fuel capacity 21 litres Seat
height mm Bike weight kg Front suspension 43mm Showa forks, semi-active damping, manually
adjustable preload Rear suspension Showa shocks, semi-active damping and electronically
adjustable preload Front brake 2 x mm petal discs with four-piston radial monobloc calipers.
Cornering ABS Rear brake mm rear petal disc with single-piston caliper. Warranty term Two
years. Model history Original Versys launched with Zbased motor, quirky styling and dual
purpose tyres. Great to ride and stonking value. Engine 4 out of 5 Its great though I miss the
bandits top end!!! Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 Again too early to say. Equipment 5 out of 5 Bloody
good looks,! The Kawasaki Versys SE. Medium Showa shocks, semi-active damping and

electronically adjustable preload. Cornering ABS. Summary of owners' reviews. Discussion in '
Japanese polycylindered adventure bikes ' started by shyam , Nov 8, Log in or Join. Adventure
Rider. Kawasaki Versys-X Discussion in ' Japanese polycylindered adventure bikes ' started by
shyam , Nov 8, Joined: Oct 7, Oddometer: 2. Didnt see any thread on this. Please merge if there
is one The Kawasaki's new lightweight contender. Details are a bit light still. Bors , Roadrunner ,
Singlespeed92 and 18 others like this. Joined: Dec 5, Oddometer: I like it. Looks great. Joined:
Dec 23, Oddometer: 9, Makes alot more sense than V-Strom. Could be on my shopping list they
bring it to states. I used ex as a commuter many years ago, was really nice once you sort out
suspension. Really loved mi tank range and light weight in traffic. Wreckster , Nov 8, Perfect
commuter bike? Dare say, perfect light tourer as well. I'll be watching where this bike goes.
MBM , Nov 8, Joined: Jan 24, Oddometer: After the disappointment with Honda's underpowered
crfl rally and yamaha's not ready Tenere , finally something I can look forward to! Never
expected kawasaki to come to the rescue. SwitchThrottle , Nov 8, Joined: Mar 9, Oddometer: 1,
Location: Canitaxityet the un-constitution state. Thumbs up on this concept. Still would like a
bump in displacement though. I hope Kawi sells a bunch. ADV Sponsors. Kawidad , Nov 8,
Estimated weight according to the MCN link is lbs. Chillis and rrrnnn like this. John Ashman ,
Nov 8, Also bodes well for a Versys-X VTwinner and rrrnnn like this. Oooooh now that is very
interesting. Major Taylor likes this. MrKiwi likes this. What a great looking little bike. I really like
this little machine. Redline is quite high on that tach, but one website claimed Kawasaki did
tune this for more low end torque. Fuel tank and range are great and are comparable to the CBX
which is really good. They even thought of luggage provisions. Hope it comes to the US.
Anyone see when available? Spring ? Kawasaki is gonna sell a boatload of these. Already fired
up the accessory department with: Centerstand Top box Windscreen. This might actually be the
best announcement from the show. Dutch idiot , eakins , cyclopathic and 1 other person like
this. Noobie Doobie , neanderthal , Cruz and 4 others like this. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
What Kawasaki has delivered with the Versys is pure bliss. Riders will love the power delivery
and smooth cornering that comes with the Kawasaki This bike is built for a versatile all-round
experience for the rider. This means the Versys can take on urban streets and outback roads
alike. But with all that versatility, new owners of the Versys are still quite worried about
problems to look out for. Kawasaki takes engine heat very seriously. The engine fan on a
Kawasaki Versys sometimes takes just a tad bit longer to kick in. Engine heat is very dangerous
for a bike, and the fan always has to be available to expel the heat. Owners noticed that in very
hot conditions, the fan would take longer than normal to start up. This is concerning because, in
hot weather, the fan should be on almost all the time. This is because the engine works
overtime in such conditions. This issue does not seem to deter new riders from riding the
Versys The reason is that although the fan takes a while to start, it is still very effective. This is
not a huge issue for riders, but if you live in very hot climates, the hot air can become a
problem. The hot air only lasts for a few seconds, so the issue is just a nuisance more than a
problem with the bike itself. If an owner notices the temperature gauge always showing high
temperatures, its recommended to reach out to the nearest dealership. The Kawasaki Versys
features a four-cylinder engine which gives all the power you would need, but gives off extreme
vibrations. This issue does not affect every Versys out there, but for those that are affected by
this, it gets very irritating. This is because the vibrations on the handlebars can become so
extreme and actually cause numbness in the fingers. For owners that experienced this issue,
they noticed that the vibrations occurred between RPM and RPM rev ranges. Owners noticed
that at about RPM, the vibrations get so severe that the whole bike vibrates. The Kawasaki
Versys has been flooded with quite a few complaints from owners about gearbox problems on
the bike. The issue has somewhat different symptoms for owners. Shifting gears on a bike is
just part of the functioning of the bike. If the transmission is problematic, the bike will have
other issues as well. Transmission issues on the Kawasaki Versys have had owners unable to
ride the bike or to ride uncomfortably. The symptoms of the gearbox show up between miles
and miles on the bike. For most owners, gearbox issues will usually dissipate after the 2nd
scheduled oil change. The gearbox problems on the Kawasaki Versys can also be due to the
clutch lever is not fully disengaging. This leads to the bike stalling out. Transmission problems
that were faced by some owners also indicated electrical issues on the bike. This is why it is
best to get transmission problems checked out by a professional. The symptoms of a failing
transmission can also show up in other components of the bike, much like the clutch. Owners
who were still lucky enough to have their warranty still intact were able to take the bike back to
the dealer. There have been multiple complains about the kickstand on the Kawasaki Versys
Owners have noticed that the kickstand on the bike is either too high or too low. This can be
solved with a third party lowering kit available at most bike shops. The replacement kickstand

or lowering kit should correspond with the correct part number on the Kawasaki Versys
Although the model of the Kawasaki Versys has stellar cruise control and an Anti-lock Brake
System, older models lack these technologies. The older models had to make do with basic
technologies, and owners were not happy. What most owners complained about was mostly the
lack of cruise control, especially when riding long distances. Electronic Cruise Control allows
riders to get their hands off the throttle for a while. This helps with cramps and numbness in the
hands when riding. Not a whole lot of owners complain about this issue. The windshield on the
Kawasaki Versys gets complaints from riders of different heights. Tall riders are among those
that complain about the buffeting the most. What owners who experienced the issue did was to
either get a replacement windshield or modify the current one. Modifying the windshield can be
done by a mechanic, or you can choose to do it yourself if you are so inclined. The Kawasaki
Versys features an inline four-cylinder engine that makes its performance simply impressive.
Even though the Versys looks a lot like previous offerings from Kawasaki, it still has its own
unique looks. The front of the bike looks modern but not so much so that it is unrecognizable as
a Versys. Braking is quite responsive and is supported by the four-piston radial monobloc
calipers. This allows the much needed braking power to stop such a heavy machine. The
Kawasaki Versys sports technologies such as ABS, tract
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ion control, and cruise control to make those long-distance rides a breeze. The model goes
further and adds heated grips, electronic suspension, and even a color TFT screen. Mostly they
mention the smoothness and affordability of the bike as the most impressive traits that stand
out. We have always liked the Versys It never was a real adventure motorcycle, and now it is a
pure sport-touring motorcycle with longer-than-average suspension travel and some plastic bits
protecting the motor from pockmarks on a gravel road. This is the type of motorcycle that
seems unwilling to sit quietly in the garage. It calls out for a ride across the state or the nation.
NB: The above prices may vary according to your location and the mileage of the bike. Skip to
content. We may earn commissions through our links. Table of Contents. Was this article
helpful? Click to share Did you find wrong information or was something missing? We would
love to hear your thoughts! Name not required. Email not required.

